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ABSTRACT
Recently, there has been a great deal of interest in the application of formal methods, in particular precise formal notations and automatic analysis tools, for the creation and analysis of artifacts of requirements engineering. In this paper we discuss the role of formal methods in requirements engineering (RE), emphasizing that in contrast to their more conventional application in RE for the creation and analysis of requirements specifications, formal methods may be applied in a cost-effective way to answer specific questions about the domain by the construction and automated analysis of “domain models”.
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1 INTRODUCTION
Formal methods, in particular automated techniques for finite-state verification such as model checking, are increasingly being used in industry for the analysis of descriptions of hardware and protocols. However, most practical system descriptions, notably those of software, are not amenable to finite-state verification methods since they have very large or infinite state spaces. To compound the problem, software developers have serious doubts about the scalability and cost-effectiveness of these methods.

Recently, there has been a great deal of interest in the application of formal methods, in particular precise formal notations and automatic analysis tools, for the creation and analysis of requirements specifications, i.e., mathematically precise descriptions of the required black-box behavior of a system. Creating a requirements specification, especially in a notation with an efficient operational semantics, offers a number of advantages: (a) It creates a domain of discourse through which the stakeholders can agree upon the system’s required behavior. There are several validation tools that can help in this process, such as simulators, browsers, formatters, and automatic invariant generators. (b) Since a requirements specification is created at a high level of abstraction, and does not include irrelevant details of the implementation, it is more amenable to automated analysis such as model checking and automatic theorem proving using decision procedures. (c) A specification is a “build-to” document. A precise specification of the required behavior of a system not only helps developers when implementing the system, but also serves as the primary reference document for carrying out system integration, system acceptance tests, and system maintenance.

A major barrier to the construction of a precise formal specification of system behavior has so far been that developers find formal methods difficult to understand and apply. One exception is a formal method called SCR which, due to its relatively easy-to-use tabular notation and demonstrated scalability, has achieved a degree of success in industrial applications. Numerous pilot projects have demonstrated the ease-of-use and cost-effectiveness of the SCR approach for requirements specification and analysis.

In this paper we investigate another area where formal methods may be used in requirements engineering, that is, to answer specific questions about the domain. In contrast to the more conventional approach of constructing requirements specifications, we advocate here the creation and analysis of “domain models” just for the purpose of answering specific questions. The effort involved in creating such models is minimal and is comparable to the effort required to peruse a prose specification directly to find answers to those questions (which may often turn out to be incorrect [6]). With our approach, not only
is there the advantage of arriving at the right answer with mathematical certainty, but as an added bonus, the process uncovers anomalies and raises issues about the requirements that the conventional approach does not.

To demonstrate the advantages of this approach, we recently used the SCR method and toolset for the formal modeling and analysis of the “Climb FMS Speed Mode” of a simple Speed Mode indicator (SMI), which operates as part of a flight management system (FMS). We based our model on the description provided in a paper by Zimmerman et al. [6]. In this paper, the authors present an experimental study intended to evaluate the readability of four different notations – textual, graphical, logical, and tabular – commonly used in formal requirements specifications to express the conditions that trigger state transitions in the description. They do this by posing questions to a number of subjects, to assess their ability to read and understand descriptions of state transitions in the four notations. In the experiment we carried out, we used the SCR Toolset [4] to create a formal model of the domain based on the description provided in [6], and the Toolset’s automated analysis tools [1, 2] to arrive at answers to some of the questions in the original study. Other questions were answered by examining the SCR tables. The development of the domain model and its analysis was carried out in less than one afternoon (about three hours), which is comparable to the time taken by most of the subjects in the original study to directly answer the same questions after studying the four descriptions. During this process, we uncovered a number of issues with the descriptions in [6], a paper presented at a premier conference which has presumably been well scrutinized by referees during its review. It is interesting to note that of the four different notations in the paper, we found the textual description (a structured presentation of informal prose which is reproduced in Appendix A) to be most useful in constructing the SCR domain model.

A note on naming: Although the SCR method has explicit naming conventions [5] we chose not to adhere to them in order to maintain compatibility with the naming conventions of [6]. The only deviation was that each embedded blank or whitespace in the names was replaced by the underscore (“_”)

1Although the authors call it a “requirements specification” we resist from using their terminology because the description is not of the required black box behavior of the flight management system.

2Different from the SCR tabular notation.

character. However, we did discover several anomalies with the naming in [6], which we shall discuss in the sequel.

2 THE SCR MODEL OF SMI

The SCR method is used to document the required system behavior, i.e., the relation between environmental quantities that the system monitors (called the monitored quantities) and environmental quantities that the system controls (called the controlled quantities). Associated with each SCR variable is a type. We began by determining (guessing) the types of all variables whose names appeared in the textual description of SMI, and classified and documented them in the type dictionary (see Figure 1). To determine the type of a variable, we took the union of all values that the variable was either compared with or assigned to, and, in certain cases (where we believed that the variable could take on other values), included an additional value “other”. In certain cases, if one value set (type) turned out to be a proper subset of another, we discarded the subset and associated the superset with the variable’s type.

Since the SCR model of the simple Speed Mode indicator only describes the behavior of Climb FMS Speed Mode, it has no controlled variables. Figure 2 lists the monitored variables of SMI and their associated types.

The SCR notation includes four constructs – mode classes, terms, conditions, and events. A mode class captures historical information that helps make the specifications concise. A mode class may be viewed as a state machine, whose states are called modes and whose transitions are triggered by events. The SCR model of SMI has a single mode class – Climb,FMS,Speed,Mode – of type {Default, Max, Climb, Economy, Edit}.

Issues raised when creating the type dictionary: Our major concern during this phase was that the types of variables had to be inferred by carefully examining the entire description since this information is not available in one place. During this process we detected several anomalies:

- The word “Edit” (by itself) and the word “Edit” followed by the word “Mode” appear in the textual description. We inferred that the word “Mode” was (erroneously) appended to the identifier “Edit” in the “formal” notations, whereas the word “Mode” is presumably a part of the occurring phrase in the textual description. For example, the phrase Climb FMS Speed Mode previously in Edit Mode is to be interpreted as “Climb...
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Type Identifier</th>
<th>Basetype</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Climb_Speed_Mode_Requests</td>
<td>{ Economy, Edit, Max_Climb, other }</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Engine_Out_Type</td>
<td>{ Not_Engaged, Engaged }</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>FCC_EngagedModes</td>
<td>{ Altitude_Hold_Speed, Altitude_Hold_Idle_Thrust, Altitude_Hold_Maximum_Thrust, other }</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>FCC_Speed_Mode_Requests</td>
<td>{ Economy, AFS_Speed, Edit_CAS, Edit_Mach, other }</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>FMS_Modes</td>
<td>{ Lateral_Only, Lateral-Vertical, other }</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>FMS_Speed_Modes</td>
<td>{ Max_Climb, Edit, other }</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Flight_Phase_Type</td>
<td>{ Preflight, Takeoff, Climb, Cruise, Descent, Approach, Done }</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Figure 1: Type Dictionary of SMI

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Name</th>
<th>Type</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Cruise_FMS_Speed_Mode</td>
<td>FMS_Speed_Modes</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Descend_FMS_Speed_Mode</td>
<td>FMS_Speed_Modes</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Engine_Out</td>
<td>Engine_Out_Type</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>FCC_Engaged_Mode</td>
<td>FCC_EngagedModes</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>FMS_Mode</td>
<td>FMS_Modes</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Flight_Phase</td>
<td>Flight_Phase_Type</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Requested_Climb_Speed_Mode</td>
<td>Climb_Speed_Mode_Requests</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Requested_FCC_Speed_Mode</td>
<td>FCC_Speed_Mode_Requests</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Figure 2: Variable Dictionary of SMI

FMS Speed Mode” previously in “Edit” Mode and not as “Climb FMS Speed Mode” previously in “Edit Mode”. We assumed this is also the case with “Economy Mode”.

- We have similar doubts about the inclusion of the word “Mode” in the names of variables and in the mode class (which is clearly not a “Mode”). That is, we were unable to determine whether the name “Climb FMS Speed Mode” should or should not include the word “Mode” after “Climb FMS Speed”.

- Another minor anomaly was the use of redundant symbols in both the graphical and logical descriptions. For example, “Flight Phase is Takeoff” and “Flight Phase = Takeoff” are both used. Having two alternate denotations for equality makes a gratuitous distinction, which clearly detracts from readability. A syntax checker would have immediately uncovered such anomalies.

Issues raised when creating the variable dictionary:

- A major concern was that there were no descriptions provided of variable names and their meanings. Sometimes called designations, these descriptions establish a connection between each entity in the document and the real world. Fortunately, we drew upon our prior experience with aircraft flight management systems [3] to make sense of the variable names and acronyms such as CAS, FCC, etc.

- We detected an obvious inconsistency (in one of the tables of their tabular description) in the name of variable “Requested Climb Speed Mode” which in one instance is written instead as “Requested Climb FMS Speed Mode”. (This alternate name also appears in question 1.) Also, we are unsure whether the word “Requested” is to be included in the variable name since the textual description reads “Edit is requested for Climb Speed Mode”.

A note on the SCR event notation: The SCR notation “@T(c) WHEN d” denotes a conditional event, defined as

$$@T(c) \text{ WHEN } d \overset{\text{def}}{=} \neg c \land c' \land d,$$

where the unprimed conditions c and d are evaluated in the “old” state, and the primed condition c’ is evaluated in the “new” state. Informally, this expression denotes the event “predicate c becomes true in the new state when predicate d holds in the old state”. The notation “@F(c)” denotes the event “@T(\neg NOT c)” and “@C(x)” denotes the event “term x has changed value”.

3
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Old Mode</th>
<th>Events</th>
<th>New Mode</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Edit, Max_Climb, Economy</td>
<td>@T(Flight_Phase = Done)</td>
<td>Default</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>@T(Flight_Phase = Descent) when (Flight_Phase = Takeoff)</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>@T(Flight_Phase = Cruise) when (Flight_Phase = Climb)</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>@T(Flight_Phase = Descent) when (Flight_Phase = Climb)</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>@T(Engine_Out = Engaged)</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>@T(FMS_Mode = Lateral_Only)</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Max_Climb</td>
<td>@T(FCC_Engaged_Mode = Altitude_Hold_Speed)</td>
<td>Default</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>@T(FCC_Engaged_Mode = Altitude_Hold_Idle_Thrust)</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>@T(FCC_Engaged_Mode = Altitude_Hold_Maximum_Thrust)</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Edit, Max_Climb, Default, Economy</td>
<td>@T(Requested_FCC_Speed_Mode = Economy) when (Flight_Phase in [Preflight, Takeoff, Climb])</td>
<td>Economy</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>@T(Requested_FCC_Speed_Mode = AFS_Speed) when (Flight_Phase in [Preflight, Takeoff, Climb])</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>@T(Requested_Climb_Speed_Mode = Economy) when (Flight_Phase in [Takeoff, Climb])</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Edit, Default, Economy</td>
<td>@T(Requested_Climb_Speed_Mode = Max_Climb)</td>
<td>Max_Climb</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Max_Climb, Default, Economy</td>
<td>@T(Requested_FCC_Speed_Mode = Edit_JAS) when (Flight_Phase in [Preflight, Takeoff, Climb])</td>
<td>Edit</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>@T(Requested_FCC_Speed_Mode = Edit_Mach) when (Flight_Phase in [Preflight, Takeoff, Climb])</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>@T(Requested_Climb_Speed_Mode = Max_Climb)</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Economy</td>
<td>@T(Flight_Phase = Climb) when (Flight_Phase = Cruise and Cruise_FMS_Speed_Mode = Edit)</td>
<td>Edit</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>@T(Flight_Phase = Takeoff) when (Flight_Phase = Descent and Descent_FMS_Speed_Mode = Edit)</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>@T(Flight_Phase = Climb) when (Flight_Phase = Descent and Descent_FMS_Speed_Mode = Edit)</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>@T(Flight_Phase = Takeoff) when (Flight_Phase = Climb)</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>@T(Flight_Phase = Takeoff) when (Flight_Phase = Descent and Descent_FMS_Speed_Mode = Edit)</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>@T(Flight_Phase = Climb) when (Flight_Phase = Climb)</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Figure 3: Mode Transition Table of SMI

Mode Transition Table: The mode transition table of Figure 3 defines the behavior of the mode class; i.e., the table defines all events that change the value of the mode class Climb_FMS_Speed_Mode. For example, the first row of the table states: “If Climb_FMS_Speed_Mode is Edit, Max_Climb, or Economy, and Flight_Phase transitions to Done, then Climb_FMS_Speed_Mode changes to Default.” An assumption is that events omitted from the table do not change the value of the mode class. For example, when Climb_FMS_Speed_Mode is Economy, the occurrence of the input event @T(Engine_Out = Not_Engaged) does not change the value of Climb_FMS_Speed_Mode.

Issues raised when creating the mode transition table: We found a type error in the tabular description of [6] where “Requested Climb Speed Mode = Economy” is wrongly entered as “Requested Climb Speed Mode” (which can never be itself be “true”). Also, their description provides no initial values for any variable, including the mode class. However, it is evident from the questions that there is an implied initial mode. For example, question 1: “Describe two scenarios that would cause the Climb FMS Speed Mode to be Edit” suggests that the initial mode is not “Edit”. For the purpose of our analysis, we assumed that the initial mode is “Default”. Also, for applying the model checker and simulator we had to assign initial values to all monitored variables.
Question2 = @T(Flight_Place = Climb) when (Engine_Out = Engaged and Requested_Climb_Speed_Mode = Economy and Flight_Place = Takeoff) => Climb_FMS_Speed_Mode' != Max_Climb;

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Variable</th>
<th>Old Value</th>
<th>New Value</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Cruise_FMS_Speed_Mode</td>
<td>Max_Climb</td>
<td>Max_Climb</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Descent_FMS_Speed_Mode</td>
<td>Max_Climb</td>
<td>Max_Climb</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Engine_Out</td>
<td>Engaged</td>
<td>Engaged</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>FCC_Engaged_Mode</td>
<td>Altitude_Hold_Speed</td>
<td>Altitude_Hold_Speed</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>FMS_Mode</td>
<td>Lateral_ONLY</td>
<td>Lateral_ONLY</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Flight_Place</td>
<td>Takeoff</td>
<td>Climb</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Requested_Climb_Speed_Mode</td>
<td>Economy</td>
<td>Economy</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Requested_FCC_Speed_Mode</td>
<td>Economy</td>
<td>Economy</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Climb_FMS_Speed_Mode</td>
<td>Max_Climb</td>
<td>Max_Climb</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Figure 4: Property and Scenario Returned by Salsa

3 APPLYING THE SCR TOOLSET

After creating the domain model, we used the automated consistency checker [4] to check for proper syntax, type correctness, missing cases, nondeterminism, and other application-independent properties. Application of this tool uncovered a missing definition for variable Cruise_FMS_Speed_Mode in our model. We noticed that the only value assigned to this variable is Edit. However, rather than creating a new type, we decided to assign to this variable the type associated with variable Descend_FMS_Speed_Mode (which additionally contains the value Max_Climb).

At this point we were quite confident about the fidelity of our model relative to the descriptions in [6], and therefore proceeded to answer the questions in [6], some of which are reproduced in Appendix B. In the original study, subjects were asked to use a description in any notation to answer the first two questions. Each subsequent set of four questions was designated for a notation of one kind. In our study, answers to all the questions were derived from the mode transition table. To answer some of the questions, we used the automatic invariant checker Salsa [2]. The method used was to propose the negation of each question as an invariant and to use Salsa to find a scenario that falsifies the invariant, thereby answering the question in the affirmative. For example, we reproduce in Figure 4 the predicate corresponding to the negation of question 2: “Could the Climb FMS Speed Mode be Max Climb under the following conditions? (a) Engine Out is Engaged (b) Requested Climb FMS Speed Mode [sic] is Economy and (c) Flight Phase transitions from Takeoff to Climb” and a scenario returned by Salsa (in just over a second) that falsifies this predicate.

The scenario in Figure 4 shows a state transition where the mode class Climb_FMS_Speed_Mode remains Max_Climb when Flight_Place transitions from Takeoff to Climb and the other conditions are met in the pre-state. One thing to keep in mind is that the scenario returned by Salsa may not be a true counterexample since the pre-state (corresponding to “Old Value” of variables) may be unreachable. To establish this as a true counterexample requires validation by domain experts, who are usually able to determine, using their expertise, whether the pre-state is reachable. In the absence of access to domain experts, we decided to run the model checker Spin after an automatic translation of the SCR model to the language of Spin using the method outlined in [1]. Running Spin immediately yielded a counterexample (a sequence of monitored variable changes starting from the initial state and leading to the transition that falsifies the predicate) of 16 steps. A scenario under which question 2 could be answered in the affirmative was demonstrated by running the simulator of the SCR Toolset on the counterexample returned by Spin. (The pre-state and transition of Spin’s counterexample correspond almost exactly to Salsa’s scenario.)

In addition to question 2, we answered questions 1, 5, 9a, and 9b (see appendix B) along the same lines. We leave it as an exercise to the reader to discover that the answers to the other questions are trivially derived from the mode transition table.

3 If the pre-state is unreachable, the wording of a (counter-) argument is something like: “But, isn’t it the case that foo can never be true unless bar is true also?”
Also, when answering question 9 we discovered that variable FMS_Mode can take on an additional value Lateral-Vertical.

4 CONCLUSIONS
In this paper, we outlined a process for creating a domain model in SCR of a simple Speed Mode indicator (described in [6]), specifically to answer a set of questions. The modeling and analysis took less than one afternoon. The process of constructing the model had the benefit of additionally raising a number of issues in the description provided in the paper, which has been published in a peer reviewed conference. It should be noted that, as opposed to previous reports on using formal methods that have detected problems in informal descriptions of software requirements or domain properties, the basis of our study was an informal and three formal descriptions of a system. This demonstrates the utility of formal methods (and the power of using the right notation) in requirements elicitation, especially for high assurance systems.

In their paper, Zimmerman et al. [6] hypothesize that the readability of formal requirements specifications is the limiting factor in the acceptance of formal methods by the industrial community. Another important factor is whether a formal description is organized to find answers easily to commonly encountered questions. In our opinion, the organization of the mode transition table of SCR facilitates finding precise answers to the questions in [6]. Whereas we do not wish to downplay the importance of readability, we wish to emphasize the importance of automated tool support. For example, all the residual problems in the published descriptions in [6] could have been easily caught by a simple syntax and type checker. Also, in our experience, tools that support a specific conceptual model and method such as SCR are more cost-effective than general-purpose tools. If a formal model lacks a strong underlying method, the benefits of automation are likely to be minimal. Since the SCR method focuses on a class of systems (embedded systems) and standardizes the conceptual model, the notation, and the process, significant automated tool support is possible.

We believe that a promising approach to applying formal methods in requirements engineering is to provide a framework for using the logic-based notation associated with most formal methods by adopting a notation, such as a graphical or tabular notation, that is intuitive and easy to use. Specifications in such “user-friendly” notations are automatically translated to other notations that are more amenable to formal analysis. In addition, with powerful, easy-to-use tool support it is feasible to answer questions about the domain and to find errors automatically, with the tools providing feedback useful in understanding the domain.
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APPENDIX A: DESCRIPTION OF THE CLIMB FMS SPEED MODE

• The Climb FMS Speed Mode shall be the Default if any of the following scenarios are true:

  1. The Flight Phase transitions to Done
  2. The Flight Phase transitions from Takeoff to Descent
  3. The Flight Phase transitions from Climb to Cruise
  4. The Flight Phase transitions from Climb to Descent
  5. The Climb FMS Speed Mode is Max Climb AND at least one of the following is true:
     a. FCC Engaged Mode is Altitude Hold Speed
     b. FCC Engaged Mode is Altitude Hold Idle Thrust
     c. FCC Engaged Mode is Altitude Hold Maximum
  6. Engine Out transitions from Not Engaged to Engaged
  7. FMS Mode is Lateral Only

• The Climb FMS Speed Mode shall be Economy if any of the following scenarios are true:

  1. Economy is requested for the FCC Speed Mode AND one of the following is true:
     a. Flight Phase is Preflight
     b. Flight Phase is Takeoff
     c. Flight Phase is Climb
  2. AFS Speed is requested for the FCC Speed Mode AND one of the following is true:
     a. Flight Phase is Preflight
     b. Flight Phase is Takeoff
     c. Flight Phase is Climb
  3. Economy is requested for the Climb Speed Mode AND one of the following is true:
     a. Flight Phase is Takeoff
     b. Flight Phase is Climb

• The Climb FMS Speed Mode shall be Max Climb if any of the following scenarios is true:

  1. Max Climb is requested for the Climb FMS Speed Mode

• The Climb FMS Speed Mode shall be Edit if any of the following scenarios is true:

  1. Edit CAS is requested for the FCC Speed Mode AND one of the following is true:
     a. Flight Phase is Preflight
     b. Flight Phase is Takeoff
     c. Flight Phase is Climb
  2. Edit Mach is requested for the FCC Speed Mode AND one of the following is true:
     a. Flight Phase is Preflight
     b. Flight Phase is Takeoff
     c. Flight Phase is Climb
  3. Edit is requested for Climb Speed Mode
  4. Flight Phase transitions from Cruise to Climb
     AND
     Climb FMS Speed Mode previously in Economy Mode AND
     Cruise FMS Speed Mode previously in Edit Mode
  5. Climb FMS Speed Mode previously in Economy Mode
     AND
     Descent FMS Speed Mode previously in Edit Mode AND one of the following is true:
     a. Flight Phase transitions from Descent to Takeoff
     b. Flight Phase transitions from Descent to Climb
     c. Flight Phase transitions from Approach to Takeoff
     d. Flight Phase transitions from Approach to Climb
APPENDIX B: LIST OF QUESTIONS

1. Describe two scenarios that would cause the Climb FMS Speed Mode to be Edit.

2. Could the Climb FMS Speed Mode be Max Climb under the following conditions?
   - Engine Out is Engaged
   - Requested Climb FMS Speed Mode is Economy
   - Flight Phase transitions from Takeoff to Climb

3. Which part of the specification specifies that the Climb FMS Speed Mode will be the Default when the flight phase transitions from Climb to Descent?

4. If the FCC Engaged Mode is Altitude Hold Speed, what additional conditions are necessary in order for the Climb FMS Speed Mode to be Default?

5. Could the Climb FMS Speed Mode be Default under the following conditions?
   - FMS Mode is Lateral Only
   - Engine Out is Not Engaged
   - Flight Phase is Cruise
   - Economy is requested for the FCC Speed Mode

6. Suppose that in order for the Climb FMS Speed Mode to be Edit, the FMS Mode must be Lateral-Vertical (this is in addition to the existing requirements). What changes should be made to the specification to reflect this behavior?

7. Which part of the specification specifies that the Climb FMS Speed Mode will be Max Climb when Max Climb is requested?

8. If the flight phase is Preflight, under what conditions will the Climb FMS Speed Mode be Economy?

9. Under the following conditions:
   - FMS Mode is Lateral-Vertical
   - Engine Out transitions from Not Engaged to Engaged
   - Flight Phase is Cruise

10. Suppose we want to add a new mode for the Climb FMS Speed Mode, called Flex. The Climb FMS Speed Mode will be Flex if the FMS Mode is Lateral-Vertical, and the flight phase is either Takeoff, Climb, or Cruise. What additions should be made to the specification to reflect this behavior?